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Closing Shift Manager with 10 years of experience in Closing all shifts with proper 
closure procedures (i.e. closing doors, shutting down lights, etc), Maintaining the 
cleanliness of all equipment (i.e. equipment, fixtures), Ensuring that all lighting 
fixtures are properly wired and wired correctly to ensure that no electricity is 
being stolen or stolen from customers' property.

2008 – 2022
CLOSING SHIFT MANAGER - ABC CORPORATION

 Ensured that all tasks are completed on time with minimal impact on service 
levels to customers.

 Ensured that all tasks are completed within budget and within scope of work 
assigned by the Operations Manager or Marketing Manager.

 Evaluated performance and make recommendations to management as 
necessary.

 Maintained a safe, clean, and friendly environment through the day shift.
 Conducted planning of shifts both on-site and remotely.
 Ensured all shifts are completed at the required time in a timely fashion.
 Coordinated with management to ensure that all shifts are completed by their 

scheduled time frame.

2002 – 2007
CLOSING SHIFT MANAGER - DELTA CORPORATION

 Managed the closing shift Organized nightly responsibilities Assisted costumers.
 Functions as person in charge of the Auntie Annes store in the absence of, or as 

directed by, the Manager or Assistant Manager, for the duration of .
 Check stand management, employee management, customer service, closing 

procedures, premises security, cash accuracy, closing reports, etc.
 Reason for Leaving Safeway offered more opportunities for growth.
 Formatted weekly schedule Counted drawers Delegated duties Implemented 

monthly marketing strategies Reviewed and received truck orders Completed .
 Started as crew member within six months started training as night manager, in

charge of running shifts, nightly deposits, cash handling, truck .
 Demonstrated leadership skills through managing associates and the business 

Performed numerous customer service acts including customer complaints .

EDUCATION

GED
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SKILLS

Problem Solving, Coordinating, Managing, Equipment Management.
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